
 

 

WHY VOTE HOLLIE FOR DEPUTY  

 
Degree: 3RD Year Journalism student  
 
Career ambitions: Radio Producer/Newsreader/ music 

journalist - not quite landed on just idea one yet  
 
Previous shows/teams: JazzFunk and Soul, Interview Hour, Playlist 

Team, Friday Home Time. 

 
Journo experience: I currently write music gig reviews for an online 

arts mag,  plus I’ve just started out on doing some freelance work 
at Capital Yorkshire (hugely buzzing about this one) 
 

Since expressing interest in radio to friends and family I have been told repeatedly that I 
have the face for it (please see image above) hence my ambitions to help run our society 
for all to enjoy the wonders of radio. I really do like to think that over the 2 years I’ve 
been here at Leeds uni I’ve picked up some versatile skills both radio-wise and student 
life-wise that I can impart in this role to help make LSR committee and LSR members’ lives 
that bit easier throughout the year. As deputy I would be on hand as a super friendly 
character to discuss creative ideas offer everyone the most out of their membership, a 
point of contact for general welfare if student life gets a bit much (believe me we’ve all 
been there its deffo good to get it off your chest) and not to mention organise some 
stella socials! 
 

Areas of ‘expertise’ (and I say expertise loosely for lack of a better word) 
 

• NEWS Given my degree is predominantly focused on training us for broadcast 
journalism, I’m competent in newsgathering, newsreading, interviewing and 
editing audio so will be getting involved in the news teams this year to use and 
share these skills should anyone want a helping hand. 

• MUSIC My love lies in music, so specialist music shows, and the coverage of live 
music events have been my main enjoyment over the past year – so rest assured 
I’d be jumping at the chance to assist in any music endeavours members want to 
get involved with. I’m almost always on it with upcoming gigs so will be sure to 
share upcoming dates so you don’t miss out on seeing your favourite artists! 

• SOCIALS Just as I’m on the ball with upcoming gigs I also like to be in the know 
about literally any kind of event going on in Leeds be that House, Tech& Electronic, 
Disco live DJ events at places like Hyde Park BC, The Wire, Sheaf st or Wharf 
Chamber, free entry music events, Yoga classes or even comedy nights. I am known 
to drag my mates to pretty much anything, so LSR look out your socials are about 
to get a whole lot better. 

 
 


